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Creative Wordshops  July/Aug 2013 
Writing Newsletter 

 

re-story, re-create and re-imagine your life and work 

see new youtube links 
 

Nasrudin http://youtu.be/HVO-zp25w4k   Oom Schalk Lourens http://youtu.be/8S9TvK5YFbo 
 

 

 

One becomes two, two becomes three, and out of the third comes the one as the fourth. 

(Axiom of Maria,  an alchemical precept) 
 

Dear writers, story-tellers, readers and writers who are discovering they are writers…. 

 

In June I travelled on the story wagon to Namibia and Ghana. In Swakopmund Oom Schalk 

narrated tales.  In  Windhoek I taught at the school for the hearing impaired and facilitated 

staff workshop to rekindle creativity. passion and imagination. In Accra I facilitated two 

corporate wordshops around story, change and transformation.   

Like many of you, when I travel in the outer world , I travel inwardly though books and 

journaling. This time my companion was the maverick Jungian Darryl Sharp’s quirky On 

Staying Awake, Getting Older and Bolder: 

Jung saw the (axiom of Maria) ...as an apt metaphor for the process of individua-

tion, a progressive advance of consciousness in which conflict plays a profound ... part. 

In brief, one stands for the original, paradisiacal state of unconscious wholeness 

(e.g., childhood); two signifies the conflict between opposites (e.g., persona and 

shadow); three points to a potential resolution; the third is the transcendent function; 

and the one as the fourth is alchemical code for the Philosophers' Stone—

psychologically equivalent to a transformed state of consciousness, a state of rela-

tive wholeness.  Thus simply put, individuation is a kind of circular odyssey, a spiral 

journey, where the aim is to get back to where you started, but knowing where 

you've been and what for. 
 

The tension involved in the conflict between ego and shadow, is commonly 

experienced as a kind of crucifixion. Surely it is no accident that the image of a man 
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nailed to a cross has been an important symbol in Western civilization for two thousand 

years. Crucifixion symbolizes the suffering involved in growing up, the difficult process 

of differentiating opposites and learning to live with them. 

Sharp’s insights apply to the circular odyssey of writing - the archetypal structure  of a story 

though what I call the four circles – the womb, the wound, the wandering and the 

wondering. We begin in the Edenic state of unconscious bliss then fall from grace ‘by 

chance or nature’s changing course untrimmed” or though the action of others.  We live in 

conflict and can get stuck there. Franz Kafka pictured a man tied to poles that could  

tear him apart.  Yet if we hold the opposites long enough then often a third possibility 

appears. “Between living and dreaming there is a third thing. Guess it.” (Antonio Machado) 

 

When King Arthur was a boy, Merlin was training him in alchemy - the ability to turn lead into 

gold. Arthur’s brother, Kay, motivated by greed, asked him, “Can you really change 

something  into gold?”  

He put a lead pitcher down in front of Arthur who closed his eyes in concentration. An hour 

passed. The impatient Kay observed, “The pitcher is still lead.” 

Arthur opened his eyes and said, “ I am not focusing on the pitcher. I’m trying to change 

myself into gold.” 
 

In wonder we create our dwelling made up of broken bits, much like in William Stafford’s 
poem:   
 

I have woven  

a parachute out of everything broken, my scars  

are my shield: and I jump, daylight or dark 

into any country. 

And so we come home... “We shall not cease from exploration, and the end of all our 

exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place for the first time.”  (TS Eliot) 

We open to wonder. 

Publishing News 

 

 
 
 

 

                     Poemegranites 

 

 

 

A poetry book arrived in October 2012 ….From the back blurb…  

 
Dorian cracks open red leather to reveal translucent pips lying in 

white pulp, the bitter–sweet aril of the page. Each poem can be 

tasted on the tongue. He brings his attention, imaging skill, word 

play, wit and rhythmic stitching to ancestors, Zen moments, myths, 

intimacies, a lighthouse and the poet’s craft. (Leopard Press)  

 

I have copies ….at R120 
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Digital Publishing-Help offered 
 
 

 
 

An easy and affordable way to get your book published with Change Designs digital 

publishing services. 
 

No printing costs. Minimal distribution costs. World -wide distribution. Your readers can read 

your book on a device of their choice - laptop, eReader, tablet (iPad) or smartphone 

(iPhone).Your book scales to fit the device it is read on. In addition to digital publishing, 

Change Designs provides options to assist you with online sales and advertising of your book.  
 

Ruth Tearle   021 712 2154    http://www.changedesigns.net   ruth@changedesigns.net 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Dorian’s Storyshops/ Writeshops/Conversations 

If you want any of these workshops in your area speak speak. 
 

 

Western Cape 
 

Stellenbosch 

 

The Magic Carpeters Writing group    R 730 

Last Wed eve of every month (July - Nov 2013) 6.30-9.30 a writing group meets. The June – 

Nov theme is exploring the senses. Writing exercises, Real conversation, energy, soup and 

wine…. We meet in a grand old Stellenbosch house.  Open for July – Nov bookings. Four 

places 
 

Cape Town City Bowl 

27 -28 June 

Centre for the Book. 62 Queen Victoria Street  Wordshop on writing for children 

email: phakama.matoti@nlsa.ac.za   Co-ordinator: Children's Literature  Programme  

Tel: +27(0) 21 423 2669   http://www.nlsa.ac.za 

 

Kuthumba (near Plett) Ecovillage  - 3 activities 

10-16 July  
 

 

Writing Yourself Alive 

A Creative Writing Retreat at Kuthumba 
 

Wed 10 – Fri 12 July    10.00 - 16.00 

Cost R1290 for 3 days including lunch and teas 
 

We are all endowed as story-tellers. There is a mystic in every one of us. 
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Writing is about a conversation with yourself and with others. An exchange of energies. It is a 

skill drawn from attention and openness – an organic process  rather than a talent. In this 

workshop we explore our innate creativity and imagination and find the words to tell our  

stories… to make them more alive. We travel in search of our personal myths - the stories that 

energise our lives. The workshop also focuses on how to pay attention,  be present in your 

writing and engage the reader as a creative partner. And source your bliss. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Oom Schalk Lourens : An evening of story telling 

 

Sat 13 July     18.00- 21.00  

R85 per person including soup 

 

Herman Charles Bosman (1905 – 1951) is widely regarded as South Africa's greatest short-

story writer. Through his persona Oom Schalk, storyteller extraordinaire and veld philosopher, 

Bosman presents a highly entertaining commentary on rural life in the early 20th  century. 
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Our story teller at Kathumba , Dorian Haarhoff, will regale us with tales of the Oom’s antics 

with leopards, stargazing, peach brandy, love potions and marathons. 
 
 

 

Crafting Words in the Silence  
Sharing Writing Space at Kathumba 

Sun 14   - Tues 16   July    10.00 - 16.00 

Cost R1290 for 3 days including lunch and teas 
 

 
 

 [ 
  

This Life so short, this craft so long to learn (Chaucer) 
  

This retreat is for those who wish to begin or develop a slice of writing.  We listen, observe, 

attend and allow the text to take us  where  it wants to go. We get out of the way so we 

can be spoken and written through. We move between wordshop input and silent writing 

time. Like the potter, we spin, shape and fire our words  so they can find their simple beauty. 

One-on-one and group mentoring .  

 

For accommodation only R300 per night including breakfast and dinner 

044 534 8728 Ruby Ovenstone   ruby@kuthumba.co.za 

 

Stellenbosch Jewish Festival – Limmud Conference –  

Sun 4 Aug  

I have been invited to present a session:  
 

Rabbinical and Other Tales:  Story-Telling as a Spiritual Art  
 

God made us because God loves stories. (adapted from Elie Wiesel) 
 

Our ancestors told stories around night fires… in deserts…under trees,.. in  holy 

places…homes…market squares.. along the road. All over the globe many are 

rediscovering the joy, wisdom and spiritual power of stories in their personal and professional 

lives. You are invited to this interactive celebration of stories from the rich Rabbinical 

tradition. Come and be delighted, engaged, enlivened, entertained, stimulated, enthused. 

You too can be a story teller. 
 

  

Near Barcelona, Spain  

19-23 Aug 
 

 

The Healing Power of Creative Writing 

Breath, Words and Being 
  

A 5-day workshop combining 4 Holotropic Breathwork sessions 

and Creative Writing exercises 

in the private country retreat Mas Moner (Llagostera, Spain) 
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This "wordshop", through the art of creative writing, will help you explore the meaning that is 

unique to you. You will be guided through a process that will help you ask questions about 

your existence. You will explore your creativity and imagination and find words to tell your 

story… to infuse that story with meaning and breathe life into it.  

The workshop also focuses on how to be present in our writing and engage readers and 

ourselves as part of a great conversation that opens into mystery and connects us to the  

great unknown. You will explore how to 

�         align yourself with the one inside who knows how to write 

�        start and sustain that conversation  be thrilled by words 

�         breathe life into the words and let words breathe life into you 
 

I know that there is room in me for a second huge and timeless life (Rilke) 
 

Clemens Schlettwein, Luccio Schlettwein, Rosa Maria Iglesias and Josep Ramon Rosich 

facilitate the holotropic breathwork sessions  
 

Workshop for 12 participants only   Price:  360 Euros 

For  more info:  clemens@espacioholotropico.org Tel (Clemens) : 0034 617 48 59 78 

 

Down the Line 

 
Launch of the 2013 Life Story Publication Decoding the Stone Road, Remembering 

our Stories  
Cape Town (31 Aug)  Durban,( 3 Sept )  and J’burg (12 Sept)  

This the third Life Story publication featuring eleven writers - Brian Thorn, Jenny Davies, Kimber 
Dodge, Clive Goodchild-Brown, Pranessa Govender, Gerda Nicholson, Jeanine Forrest, Theodore 
Combrinck, Mariette Perlman, Jo Viljoen and Amanda Gifford. Stones and roads feature in many of 
the stories. 
  

Buddhist Retreat Centre   Ixopo 

4a. Zen Pen   A Writing, Being & Meditation Retreat    
Fri 6- Sun 8 Sept                    bookings  brcixopo@futurenet.co.za   039 834 1863 
 
 

 

Looking at your image in a clear stream,  you answer the question by your very presence 
 

In this workshop we explore the connection between writing and meditation.  We write and 

meditate on the many changes and transformations we experience as we journey along 

the river of our lives.  We consider how creativity steadies the boat and how writing helps us 

dip the oars into dark water so we may navigate the river safely. 
 

See Directory Friend at Work/Play 4-6 Sept  at Buddhist Retreat Centre with Dominic Haarhoff  
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4b. Crafting Words in the Silence of Shared Space 
Sun 8- Tues 10 Sept  

 

 
 [ 
  

This Life so short, this craft so long to learn (Chaucer) 
  

This retreat is for those who wish to begin or develop a piece of writing.  We listen, observe, 

attend and allow the text to take us  where  it wants to go. We get out of the way so we 

can be spoken and written through. We move between workshop input and silent writing 

time. Like the potter, we spin, shape and fire our words  so they can find their simple beauty.  

 
 

Free State   Dreamagineers 
 a Jamboree of writing and story telling  - Bloemfontein early Oct  

Igno van Niekerk of Dreamagineers Contact Igno   igno@intekom.co.za or 1@50.co.za 
 
 

Ghana mid Oct 
 

Stories, Change and Transformation - though Quality Life (Johannesburg) and 

Learning Organisation (Accra)  

 

Ongoing Activities (some repeat info here) 
 

  

 
 

 

 

[ 

 

Email four month Courses:  Writer’s/Poet’s Voice Course – one-on–one tuition  

 

Some folks respond to structure, assignments… if so, ask and it shall be negotiated. Here is 

one possibility: Do you love reading and writing? This one-on-one apprenticeship aims to 

take you further up the writing mountain and offer you a deeper engagement with your 

craft. This course is structured in the nature of an ongoing conversation with a few chosen 

writers or poets, (ancestral or alive) with me and with yourself. I encourage you to keep a 

journal to record your observations and reflections.  
 

Mentoring – one-on-one  

 

“You make me sound like myself” (various clients) Walk with me in words. You put on one  

shoe, I wear the other. Memoirs, mindful adventures, work in the world… genres tumbling out 

of folk on the one-on-one path. Such a richness of story here. Flyer on request. 
5- 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Corporate Work (www.haloandnose.com) with Graham Williams 
 

  

 

In 2012  we facilitated  3 M, Tsogo Southern Sun Life Style Resort, UNISA and Univ of the NW 

storyshops. We offered the Provincial Treasury a course ‘Growing the Person, Growing the 

Writing.’ (a  Confidence building/Business skills writing combo)   
 

It was engaging exploring various ways of telling a story  …the course supplied adequately 

those skills needed to start telling a story and how to go about it…(3M manager) 

 

  

 
 

New in-house programme available: Narrative Breakthroughs http://www. 
haloandnoose.com/content.asp?PageID=43 
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 Speaking Engagements (see new youtubes) 

 

Be still when you have nothing to say but when genuine passion moves you, say what you've 

got to say, and say it hot. ( D. H. Lawrence)  What are your needs?  
 

Development Work 
 

I am working with PACSA and Diakonia Council of Churches in KZN. In July we are publishing 

the  stories of thirteen stress and trauma counsellors - Trees along the Riverside 
 

 

Bosman and Nasrudin under starlight  
 

In 2012/3 Bosman’s  Oom Schalk arrived with stories in his boots in Pretoria, Kloof, Newlands 

around the autumn fire , in Napier, Hout Bay and Swakopmund. Leopards, stargazing, 

peach brandy, starlight, love potions, boerekos.  Stories and creative activities get folk 

interacting and prompt conversations. Themes…  Chinese, South African,  Mediterranean, 

Arabian nights. Any rhyme or reason – birthdays, TV fatigue, the art of conversation.  

 
 

 

 

Directory- Friends at Work and Play 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Dominic Rex Haarhoff 
 

I am a Shakti Practitioner, Usui Reiki Master and Kundalini Reiki Teacher. My approach to 

healing and personal transformation is holistic, focusing on you as a unique, complex, 

dynamic being of mind, body and spirit.  I offer to serve as a facilitator in your self-initiated 

process of healing and transformation. I work with local and international clients. 

 +27 79 548 8947 or search for me on skype. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

4-6 Sept  Buddhist Retreat Centre 

 

Become an energy healer and work with the universal healing energy of Kundalini - Shakti - 

the Divine Feminine. Bring about emotional healing, sexual balance and mental purification 

and spiritual healing. Experience the bliss of a balanced mind and body. This workshop is for 

those who wish to become energy healers themselves or for existing healers who wish to 

incorporate it into their practice.  You will be taught how to attune your crystals into the 

Shakti energy and how to channel this energy through your hands to other people both in 

person and remotely.. This workshop blends Eastern, Mainstream Western and Esoteric 

approaches to healing the inner world. 
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Elma Pollard: Write for Earth - email based writing course 
 

Learn the art of eco-journalism with energy and passion. Be published in the Green Times. 

Offer your voice to help craft a better future. http://thegreentimes.co.za/index.php?id=63 
 
 

Anne Haarhoff  OWL (Order, Words, Language) 
 

Need a top class sharp eyed editor and proof reader? Oh so most highly recommended 

044 873 0547  ah1948@gmail.com   078 2733963 

 

Aneta Shaw:  Clinical Psychologist and TRE group Practitioner. 
 

SHAKE off your STRESS! TRE is a bodily technique that relieves chronic and acute stress, 

reduces muscular tension and assists in recovering from the effect of trauma on the body. 

Small group: Aneta 0826868118 or 021 8555415 More info: traumaprevention.com  
 
 

Juliette Gyure : Coaching  “ If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies” 

Far Sight Change and Transition Coaching provides a framework, creative processes and 

support mechanisms for people negotiating significant changes and transitions. I have a 

passion for co-creating  innovative pathways to change, transition and transformation with 

my clients. For a free consultation contact me, Juliette Gyure, 0726353818. (Durban- based) 

Working with Juliette you  will come away with what you didn’t know you needed (Dorian) 

 

Jo Viljoen  
 

I've opened a Narrative Therapy Substance Abuse Recovery Clinic called Clearview Clinic. 

Near Pretoria   012 819 1422  

 

Julia Griss 
 

I am now working at Centre 89 in Somerset West. I offer consciousness coaching, deep tissue 

massage and reflexology. It’s a fabulous centre with a team of skilled therapists offering 

mainstream alternative therapies.     082 904 8224      julia@inneredge.co.za 
 

Marguerite  (Osler) van der Merwe  
 

The Art of Walking  - Path to Health & the Richness of Well-Being –coffee-table handbook for 

the Journey of The Walker . Conscious Living – Conscious Walking. The ordinary becomes the 

extraordinary. For Book and Workshops/Presentations  - contact author Marguerite  (Osler) 

028 271 4555, margsmerwe@telkomsa.net 
 

Mandy Francis  
 

Let me convert  your  old  videos, 8mm, super 8 & 16mm cines, audio cassettes, vinyl records 

35mm slides & negatives into  brand new c.d.'s   and  d.v.d.'s  Turn your  obsolete  history  

records  into  exciting  and  easy  to  use  modern discs to give as gifts. Editing  available… 

Filming  of  important  events  carried out.....weddings,  sports  events,  birthday parties 

…youtubes            083 330 1115     mandyfrancisza@yahoo.com 

 

 
 
 

May there be alchemy.... and the fourth be the one. 

Dorian 

 
 


